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CONVERGENCE OF A FULLY DISCRETE VARIATIONAL SCHEME FOR
A THIN-FILM EQUATION
HORST OSBERGER AND DANIEL MATTHES
Abstract. This paper is concerned with a rigorous convergence analysis of a fully discrete
Lagrangian scheme for the Hele-Shaw flow, which is the fourth order thin-film equation with
linear mobility in one space dimension. The discretization is based on the equation’s gradient
flow structure in the L2-Wasserstein metric. Apart from its Lagrangian character — which
guarantees positivity and mass conservation — the main feature of our discretization is that it
dissipates both the Dirichlet energy and the logarithmic entropy. The interplay between these
two dissipations paves the way to proving convergence of the discrete approximations to a
weak solution in the discrete-to-continuous limit. Thanks to the time-implicit character of the
scheme, no CFL-type condition is needed. Numerical experiments illustrate the practicability
of the scheme.
1. Introduction
1.1. The equation and its properties. In this paper, we propose and study a fully discrete
numerical scheme for the following nonlinear fourth order equation on the bounded domain
Ω “ pa, bq, a ă b with no-flux boundary conditions:
Btu “ ´
`
uuxxx
˘
x
` `Vxu˘x for t ą 0 and x P Ω. (1)
uux “ 0, uuxxx “ 0 for t ą 0 and x P BΩ. (2)
We assume that the potential V P C2pΩq is non-negative with bounded second derivative,
V ě 0, Λ :“ sup |Vxx| ă 8, (3)
a typical choice being V pxq “ Λ2 x2. Equation (1) belongs to the family of thin film equations,
Btu “ ´divpmpuqD ∆uq. (4)
Equations of this form are used as reduced models for laminar flow with a free liquid-air interface
[30]. The case of linear mobility mpuq “ u studied here is further used to describe the pinching
of thin necks in a Hele-Shaw cell, hence (1) is often referred to as the Hele-Shaw flow.
The analysis of the fourth order degenerate problems in (4) is by no means trivial. There
exists a rich literature on the existence and long-time behavior of solutions, see e.g. [6, 15, 2, 22,
5, 10, 12]. These results could not be obtained by straight-forward extension of the techniques
for second order parabolic equations. The most decisive difference between second and fourth
order is the lack of comparison principles for the latter. Instead, energy and entropy methods
play a key role in the analysis. Naturally, classical parabolic theory applies in zones on which the
solution u is strictly positive, yielding C8-regularity there. However, one is typically interested
in solutions that are not strictly positive but have a compact, time-dependent support. For such
solutions, one only has the regularity that is induced by the energy/entropy estimates, which is
usually something of the type L8pr0, T s;H1pΩqq X L2pr0, T s;H2pΩqq, but no better.
It is known that (4) carries a variety of structural properties: solutions conserve mass and
non-negativity, there exists a large class of Lyapunov functionals [25], and it can be written as a
gradient flow in the energy landscape of the following (modified) Dirichlet functional,
EV puq “ Epuq ` Vpuq, with Epuq “ 1
2
ˆ
Ω
`Bxu˘2 dx, Vpuq “ ˆ
Ω
V pxqupxqdx, (5)
with respect to the L2-Wasserstein metric [18]. The two main a priori estimates for the well-
posedness theory of (1) are obtained from the dissipation of EV , and from the dissipation of an
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auxiliary Lyapunov functional, namely the entropy,
Hr1spuq “
ˆ
Ω
u log udx.
Formally, the respective estimates are immeditaly obtained from an integration by parts; for
V ” 0, one obtains
´ d
dt
Epuq “
ˆ
Ω
ux puuxxxqxx dx “
ˆ
Ω
uu2xxx dx, (6)
´ d
dt
Hr1spuq “
ˆ
Ω
log u puuxxxqx dx “
ˆ
Ω
u2xx dx. (7)
Notice that energy dissipation does not provide L2pr0, T s;H3pΩqq-regularity, due to the degen-
eracy of the integrand in regions where u vanishes. In principle, the famous Bernis estimates [4]
could be used to extract an L2pr0, T s;H3pΩqq-bound on u3{2, but we shall not discuss this ansatz
here since these — quite delicate — estimates seem impossible to discretize.
In the numerical approximation of solutions to (1), it is natural to ask for a structure-
preserving discretization that inherits at least some of the properties listed above. A minimal
criterion is to guarantee nonnegativity of solutions — which turns out to be already a challenge.
Here, we try to push the structure preservation as far as possible, with a scheme that translates
both the Lagrangian and the gradient flow nature of (1) from continuous to discrete, and which
inherits simultaneously the Dirichlet energy and the entropy as Lyapunov functionals. We even
obtain a discretized version of the estimate (7), and that is the key element for the convergence
analysis.
Our discretization ansatz is closely related to the one that has been introduced and analyzed
recently by the authors [29] in the context of the fourth order quantum drift diffusion (QDD)
equation, also known as Derrida-Lebowitz-Speer-Spohn (DLSS) equation:
Btu “ ´
`
uplog uqxx
˘
xx
` `Vxu˘x. (8)
This equation is a gradient flow in the L2-Wasserstein metric as well [19]. In place of EV , the
flow potential is given by the perturbed Fisher information
FV puq “ Fpuq ` Vpuq, with Fpuq “ 2
ˆ
Ω
`Bx?u˘2 dx,
and V as above. There exists a non-obvious connection between (8) and the linear heat equation
[16], that is best understood as a relation between F , Hr1s and the L2-Wasserstein metric [27].
The main feature of the particular discretization of (8) used in [29] is the preservation of that
relation, and that paves the way to a relatively complete analytical treatment of the resulting
numerical scheme. In the context at hand, the connection between E and Hr1s — that is, the
origin of the relation (7) — is less obvious, but on grounds of the ideas developed in [29], we are
able to define a special discretization that admits a discretized version of (7).
1.2. Definition of the discretization. We are now going to present a discretization for (1)
that approximates weak solutions to (1) of finite positive mass M P Rą0. Basically, we follow
the ansatz from [29], but we shall deviate in the discretization of the potential of the flow. First,
the equation (1) is re-written in terms of Lagrangian coordinates: since each upt, ¨q is of fixed
mass M , we can introduce time-dependent Lagrangian maps Xpt, ¨q : r0,M s Ñ Ω implicitly by
ξ “
ˆ Xpt,ξq
a
upt, xqdx, for each ξ P r0,M s. (9)
For the moment, we ignore the ambiguity in the definition of Xpt, ξq outside of the support of
uptq. Expressed in terms of X, and after elementary manipulations, the Hele-Shaw equation (1)
becomes:
BtX “ Bξ
ˆ
1
2
Z3BξξZ ` 1
4
Z2Bξξ
`
Z2
˘˙` V pXq, where Zpt, ξq :“ 1BξXpt, ξq “ u`t,Xpt, ξq˘.
(10)
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It is easily seen that equation (10) is the L2-gradient flow for
EV pXq :“ EV pu ˝Xq “ 1
2
ˆ M
0
„
1
Xξ
2
ξ
1
Xξ
dξ `
ˆ M
0
V pXqdξ,
with respect to the usual L2-norm on L2pr0,M s;Rq. This directly reflects the gradient flow
structure of (1) with respect to the L2-Wasserstein metric.
Equation (10) is now discretized as follows. First, fix a spatio-temporal discretization pa-
rameter ∆ “ pτ ; δq, where τ ą 0 is a time step size, and δ “ M{K for some K P N defines
an equidistant partition of r0,M s into K intervals rξk´1, ξks of length δ each, i.e., ξk “ kδ for
k “ 0, 1, . . . ,K. Accordingly, introduce the central first and second order finite difference op-
erators D1δ and D
2
δ for discrete functions defined either on the ξk’s or on the interval midpoints
ξk`1{2 “ pk ` 1{2qδ in the canonical way; see Section 2.1 for details.
At each time t “ nτ , the Lagrangian map Xpt, ¨q is approximated by a monotone vector
~xn∆ “ pxn1 , . . . , xnK´1q P RK´1 with a ă xn1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă xnK´1 ă b
in the sense that Xpnτ, kδq « xnk . We will further use the convention that x0 “ a and xK “ b.
For brevity, introduce the vectors zn∆ “ zr~xn∆s with entries`
zr~xs˘
κ
“ δ
xκ` 12 ´ xκ´ 12
“ 1rD1δ ~xsκ
for κ “ 1
2
,
3
2
, . . . ,K ´ 1
2
, (11)
and z´ 12 “ z 12 and zK` 12 “ zK´ 12 by convention. These vectors approximate the function Z in
(10) such that Zpnτ, κδq « znκ .
The fully discrete evolution for the ~xn∆ is now obtained from the following standard discretiza-
tion of (10) with central finite differences:
xnk ´ xn´1k
τ
“ D1δ
„
1
2
p~znq3 D2δr~zns ` 14 p~z
nq2 D2δrp~znq2s

k
` Vxpxkq. (12)
Note that there are infinitely many equivalent ways to re-write the right-hand side of equation
(10), and accordingly infinitely many (non-equivalent!) central finite-difference discretizations.
Another one, having different properties, is studied in [31]. Our convergence result only applies
to the particular form (12), since only for that one, we obtain “the right” Lyapunov functionals
that provide the a priori estimates for the discrete-to-continuous limit.
Finally, we define a time-dependent, spatially piecewise constant density function un∆ : Ω Ñ
Rě0 from the sequence ~x∆ :“ p~xn∆q8n“0 via
un∆ “ uδr~xn∆s :“
Kÿ
k“1
δ
xnk ´ xnk´1
Ipxk´1,xks. (13)
By definition, the densities are non-negative and of time-independent mass,
ˆ
Ω
un∆ dx “
Kÿ
k“1
ˆ xk
xk´1
δ
xnk ´ xnk´1
“ Kδ “M.
Finally, we introduce the piecewise constant interpolation tu∆uτ : Rě0 ˆ Ω Ñ Rě0 in time by
tu∆uτ ptq “ un∆ for pn´ 1qτ ă t ď nτ, (14)
and tu∆uτ p0q “ u0∆.
1.3. Main results. For the statement of our first result, fix a discretization parameter ∆ “
pτ ; δq. On monotone vectors ~x P RK´1 with densities ~z “ zr~xs, introduce the functionals
H
r1s
δ p~xq :“ δ
Kÿ
k“1
logpzk´ 12 q, EVδ p~xq :“
δ
2
Kÿ
k“1
zk` 12 ` zk´ 12
2
ˆ
zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
δ
˙2
` δ
Kÿ
k“0
Vxpxkq,
which are discrete replacements for the entropy and the modified Dirichlet energy functionals,
respectively.
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Theorem 1. From any monotone discrete initial datum ~x0∆, a sequence of monotone ~x
n
∆ satis-
fying (12) can be constructed by inductively defining ~xn∆ as a global minimizer of
~x ÞÑ δ
2τ
ÿ
k
`
xk ´ xn´1k q2 `EVδ p~xq. (15)
This sequence of vectors ~xn∆ dissipates both the Boltzmann entropy and the discrete Dirichlet
energy,
H
r1s
δ p~xn∆q ď Hr1sδ p~xn´1∆ q and EVδ p~xn∆q ď EVδ p~xn´1∆ q.
To state our main result about convergence, recall the definition (14) of the time interpolant.
Further, ∆ symbolizes a whole sequence of mesh parameters from now on, and we write ∆ Ñ 0
to indicate that τ Ñ 0 and δ Ñ 0 simultaneously.
Theorem 2. Let a non-negative initial condition u0 P H1pΩq of finite second moment be given
and fix a time horizont T ą 0. Choose initial approximations ~x0∆ such that u0∆ “ ur~x0∆s á u0
weakly in H1pΩq as ∆ Ñ 0, and
EV :“ sup
∆
EVδ p~x0∆q ă 8, Hr1s :“ sup
∆
H
r1s
δ p~x0∆q ă 8. (16)
For each ∆, construct a discrete approximation ~x∆ according to the procedure described in Theo-
rem 1 above. Then, there are a subsequence with ∆ Ñ 0 and a limit function u˚ P Cpr0, T s ˆΩq
such that:
‚ tu∆uτ converges to u˚ locally uniformly on r0, T s ˆ Ω,‚ u˚ P L2pr0, T s;H1pΩqq,
‚ u˚p0q “ u0,
‚ u˚ satisfies the following weak formulation of (1) with no-flux boundary conditions (2):ˆ T
0
ˆ
R
Btηρu˚ dtdx`
ˆ T
0
ηNpu˚, ρqdt “ 0, (17)
for any test functions ρ P C8pΩq with ρ1paq “ ρ1p0q “ 0, and η P C8c pp0, T qq, where the
operator N is given by
Npu, ρq :“ 1
2
ˆ
Ω
`pu2qxρxxx ` 3u2xρxx˘ dx` ˆ
Ω
Vxuρx dx. (18)
Remark 3. (1) Quality of convergence: Since tu∆uτ is piecewise constant in space and
time, uniform convergence is obviously the best kind of convergence that can be achieved.
(2) Rate of convergence: Numerical experiments with smooth initial data u0 show that the
rate of convergence if of order τ ` δ2, see Section 5.
(3) No uniqueness: Since our notion of solution is very weak, we cannot exclude that different
subsequences of tu∆uτ converge to different limits.
(4) Initial approximation: The assumptions in (16) are not independent: boundedness of
EVδ p~x0∆q implies boundedness of Hr1sδ p~x0∆q from above.
1.4. Relation to the literature. The idea to derive numerical discretizations for solution of
Wasserstein gradient flows from the Lagrangian representation is not new in the literature. A
very general (but rather theoretical) treatise was given in [24]. Several practical schemes have
been developed on grounds of the Lagrangian representation for this class of evolution problems,
mainly for second-order diffusion equations [8, 9, 26, 32], but also for chemotaxis systems [7], for
non-local aggregation equations [11, 13], and for variants of the Boltzmann equation [20].
Lagrangian schemes for fourth order equations are relatively rare. Alternative Lagrangian
discretizations for (1) or related thin-film type equations have been proposed and analyzed in
[14, 20], but no rigorous convergence analysis has been carried out. We also mention two schemes
[17, 29] for the quantum drift diffusion equation, that is formally similar to (1). In [29], the idea to
enforce dissipation of two Lyapunov functionals has been developed, and was used to rigorously
study the discrete-to-continuous limit. For the analysis here, we shall borrow various ideas from
[29].
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A comment is in place on related Lagrangian schemes in higher spatial dimensions. Here,
and also in our related works [31, 28, 29], the most significant benefit from working on a one-
dimensional interval, is that the space of densities is flat with respect to the L2-Wasserstein
metric; it is of non-positive curvature in higher dimensions, which makes the numerical approx-
imation of the Wasserstein distance significantly more difficult. Just recently, a very promising
approach for a truely structure-preserving discretization in higher space dimensions has been
made [3]. There, a numerical solver for second order drift diffusion equations with aggregation
in multiple space dimensions is introduced that preserves — in addition to the Lagrangian and
the gradient flow aspects — also “some geometry” of the optimal transport. These manifold
structural properties enable the authors to rigorously perform a (partial) convergence analysis.
It is currently unclear if that approach can be pushed further to deal with fourth order equations
as well.
Among the numerous non-Lagrangian approaches to numerical discretization of thin film
equations, we are aware of two contributions [23, 34] in which the idea to enforce simultaneous
dissipation of energy and entropy has been implemented. The discretization is performed using
finite elements [23] and finite differences [34], respectively. The discrete to continuous limit has
been rigorously analyzed for both schemes. In difference to the convergence result presented
here, certain positivity hypotheses on the limit solution are either assumed a priori [34], or are
incorporated in the weak form of the limit equation [23]. See, however, [21] for an improvement
of the convergence result.
The primary challenge in our convergence analysis is to carry out all estimates under no
additional assumptions on the regularity of the limit solution u˚. In particular, we would like
to deal with compactly supported solutions of a priori low regularity at the edge of the support.
Also, we allow very general initial conditions u0. Without sufficient a priori smoothness, we
cannot simply use Taylor approximations and the like to estimate the difference between tu∆uτ
and u˚. Instead, we are forced to derive new a priori estimates directly from the scheme, using
our two Lyapunov functionals.
On the technical level, the main difficulty is that our scheme is fully discrete, which means
that we are working with spatial difference quotients instead of derivatives. Lacking a discrete
chain rule, the derivation of the relevant estimates turns out to be much harder than for the
original problem (1). For instance, we are able to prove a compactness estimate for u∆, but not
for its inverse distribution function, although both estimates would be equivalent in a smooth
setting. This forces us to switch back and forth between the original (1) and the Lagrangian (10)
formulation of the thin-film equation.
1.5. Key estimates. We give a very formal outline for the derivation of the two main a priori
estimate on the fully discrete solutions.
The first main estimate is related to the gradient flow structure of (1): it is the potential flow of
the modified Dirichlet energy EV with respect to the Wasserstein metric W2. The consequences,
which are immediate from the abstract theory of gradient flows [1], are that t ÞÑ EV puptqq is
monotone, and that each solution “curve” t ÞÑ uptq is globally Ho¨lder- 12 -continuous with respect
to W2. In order to inherit these properties to our discretization, the latter is constructed as a
gradient flow of a flow potential EVδ (which approximates EV in a certain sense) with respect to
a particular metric on the space of monotone vectors (which is related to W2). See Section 2.1
below for details. The corresponding fully discrete energy estimates are collected in Proposition
11. We are not able to give a meaning to the full energy dissipation relation (6) on the discrete
side, but this is irrelevant to our analysis.
The second, equally important discrete estimate mimicks (7). Unfortunately, the L2-norm of
uxx is an inconvenient quantity to deal with, for two reasons. First, we need to perform most of
the estimates in the Lagrangian picture, whereˆ
Ω
u2xx dx “ 14
ˆ M
0
ZpZ2q2ξξ dξ
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is algebraically more difficult to handle than the equivalent functionalˆ
Ω
u2 plog uq2xx dx “
ˆ M
0
Z3Z2ξξ dξ (19)
which we shall eventually work with, see Lemma 12. Our discretization (12) is taylor-made in
such a way that entropy dissipation yields a discrete version of (19).
Second, the formulation of an H2-estimate would require a global C1,1-interpolation of the
piecewise constant densities u∆ that respects positivity, which seems impractical. Instead, we
settle for a control on the total variation of the first derivative Bξpu∆ of a simple C0,1-interpolationpu∆, see Proposition 13. This TV-control is a perfect replacement for the H2-estimate in (7), and
is the source for compactness, see Proposition 17.
1.6. Structure of the paper. Below, we start with a detailed description of our numerical
scheme as a discrete Wasserstein-like gradient flow and discuss structural consistency of our
approach. In Section 3, we derive various a priori estimates on the fully discrete solutions. This
leads to the main convergence result in Proposition 17, showing the existence of a limit function
u˚ for ∆ Ñ 0. This limit function satisfies the weak formulation of (1) stated in (17); this is
shown in Section 4. Finally, we report on numerical experiments and discuss the observed rate
of convergence in Section 5.
2. Definition of the fully discrete scheme
The main aim of this section is to interprete the discrete equations (12) as time steps in the
minimizing movement scheme for a suitable discretization EVδ of the functional EV with respect
to a Wasserstein-like metric on a finite-dimensional submanifold PδpΩq of P2pΩq.
2.1. Ansatz space and discrete entropy/information functionals. Fix K P N, let δ :“
1{K, and define ξk “ Mk{K for k “ 0, 1, . . . ,K. For further reference, we introduce the sets of
integer and half-integer indices
IK “ t0, 1, . . . ,Ku, I`K “ t1, . . . ,K ´ 1u, and I1{2K “
!1
2
,
3
2
, . . . ,K ´ 1
2
)
.
First and second order central difference operators D1δ and D
2
δ are defined in the usual way: if
~y “ py`q`PIK is a discrete function defined for integer indices ` P IK (i.e., on the nodes ξ`), then
D1δ ~y and D
2
δ ~y are defined on half-integer indices κ P I1{2K (i.e., on the intervals rξκ´ 12 , ξκ` 12 s), and
on the “inner” integer indices k P I`K , respectively, with
rD1δ ~ysκ “
yk` 12 ´ yk´ 12
δ
, rD2δ ~ysk “ yκ`1 ´ 2yκ ` yκ´1δ2 .
If ~y “ pyλqλPI1{2K is defined for half-integer indices λ P I
1{2
K instead, then these definitions are
modified in the obvious way to have D1δ ~y and D
2
δ ~y defined for integers k P IK and half-integers
κ P I1{2K , respectively; ~y needs to be augmented with additional values for y´ 12 and yK` 12 in this
case.
Next, we introduce the set of monotone vectors
xδ :“
 px0, . . . , xKq ˇˇx0 ă x1 ă . . . ă xK´1 ă xK( Ď RK´1.
Each ~x P xδ corresponds to a vector ~z “ pz1{2, z3{2, . . . , zK´1{2q of density values zκ via (11).
Our convention is that z´ 12 “ z 12 and zK` 12 “ zK´ 12 . For a function f : xδ Ñ R, its first and
second differential, B~xf : x Ñ RK´1 and B2~xf : x Ñ RpK´1qˆpK´1q, respectively, are defined byrB~xfp~xqsk “ Bxkfp~xq and by rB~xfp~xqsk` “ BxkBx`fp~xq. Further, f ’s gradient ∇δf is given by
∇δfp~xq “ δ´1B~xfp~xq. For vectors ~v, ~w P RK´1, the scalar product x¨, ¨yδ is defined by
x~v, ~wyδ “ δ
Kÿ
k“0
vkwk, with induced norm }~v}δ “
b
x~v,~vyδ.
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Example 4. Each component zκ of ~z “ zδr~xs is a function on xδ, and
B~xzκ “ ´z2κ
eκ` 12 ´ eκ´ 12
δ
, (20)
where ek P RK´1 is the kth canonical unit vector, with the convention e0 “ eK “ 0.
The main object of interest is the finite-dimensional submanifold PδpΩq of P2pΩq that consists
of all locally constant density functions of the form u “ uδr~xs, with uδ given in (13), where
~x P xδ. To each density function u “ uδr~xs P PδpΩq we associate its Lagrangian map as the
monotonically increasing function X “ Xδr~xs : r0,M s Ñ Ω that is piecewise linear with respect
to pξ0, ξ1, . . . , ξKq and satisfies Xpξkq “ xk for k “ 0, . . . ,K. The density u and its Lagrangian
map X are related by
u ˝X “ 1
Xξ
.
Remark 5. In one space dimension, the Wasserstein metric on P2pΩq is isometrically equivalent
to the L2-norm on the flat space of Lagrangian maps, see e.g. [33]. Our norm }~x´ ~y}δ is
not identical but equivalent to the L2-norm between the Lagrangian maps Xδr~xs and Xδr~ys.
Consequently, there exist K-independent constants c1, c2 ą 0, such that
c1 }~x´ ~y}δ ďW2puδr~xs,uδr~ysq ď c2 }~x´ ~y}δ , for all ~x,~y P xδ. (21)
See [28, Lemma 7] for a proof.
Next, consider two functionals H
r1s
δ ,H
r2s
δ : xδ Ñ R given as follows:
H
r1s
δ p~xq “ Hr1spuδr~xsq “
ˆ
Ω
uδr~xs log
`
uδr~xs
˘
dx “ δ
Kÿ
k“1
logpzk´ 12 q,
H
r2s
δ p~xq “ Hr2spuδr~xsq “
1
4
ˆ
Ω
`
uδr~xs
˘2
dx “ δ
4
Kÿ
k“1
zk´ 12 .
Here H
r1s
δ is just the restriction of the the entropy Hr1s to xδ, and Hr2sδ is the restriction of the
quadratic Renyi entropy
Hr2spuq “ 1
4
ˆ
Ω
u2 dx “ 1
4
ˆ M
0
Z dξ.
Using (20), we obtain an expicit representation of the gradients,
B~xHr1sδ p~xq “ δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
zκ
eκ´ 12 ´ eκ` 12
δ
, B~xHr2sδ p~xq “
δ
4
ÿ
κPI1{2K
z2κ
eκ´ 12 ´ eκ` 12
δ
, (22)
and — for further reference — also of the Hessians,
B2~xHr1sδ p~xq “ δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
z2κ
ˆ
eκ´ 12 ´ eκ` 12
δ
˙ˆ
eκ´ 12 ´ eκ` 12
δ
˙T
,
B2~xHr2sδ p~xq “
δ
2
ÿ
κPI1{2K
z3κ
ˆ
eκ´ 12 ´ eκ` 12
δ
˙ˆ
eκ´ 12 ´ eκ` 12
δ
˙T
.
(23)
A key property of our simple discretization ansatz is the preservation of convexity.
Lemma 6. The functionals H
r1s
δ and H
r2s
δ are convex on x.
Proof. This follows by inspection of the Hessians (23). 
A conceptually different discretization is needed for the energy functional E from (5), which
is identically `8 on PδpΩq:
Eδp~xq :“
A
∇δHr1sδ p~xq,∇δHr2sδ p~xq
E
δ
. (24)
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Substitution of the explicit representations (22) in the definition (24) yields
Eδp~xq “
A
∇δHr1sδ p~xq,∇δHr2sδ p~xq
E
δ
“ δ
2
ÿ
kPI1{2K
zκ` 12 ` zκ´ 12
2
ˆ
zκ` 12 ´ zκ´ 12
δ
˙2
.
It remains to define a discrete counterpart for the potential V. A change of variables yields in
the definition in (5) yields
Vpuq “
ˆ
Ω
V pxqupxqdx “
ˆ M
0
V pXqdξ,
Thus, a natural discretization Vδ of V is given by
Vδp~xq “ δ
ÿ
kPIK
V pxkq.
In summary, our discretization EVδ of EV is
EVδ p~xq “ Eδp~xq `Vδp~xq “
A
∇δHr1sδ p~xq,∇δHr2sδ p~xq
E
δ
`Vδp~xq.
2.2. Discretization in time. Next, the spatially discrete gradient flow equation
9~x “ ´∇δEVδ p~xq (25)
is discretized also in time, using minimizing movements. To this end, fix a time step with τ ą 0;
we combine the spatial and temporal mesh widths in a single discretization parameter ∆ “ pτ ; δq.
For each ~y P xδ, introduce the Yosida-regularized energy EV∆p¨;~yq : xδ Ñ R by
EV∆p~x;~yq “ 12τ }~x´ ~y}
2
δ `EVδ p~xq.
A fully discrete approximation ~x∆ “ p~x0∆,~x1∆, . . . ,~xn∆, . . .q of (25) is now defined inductively from
a given initial datum ~x0∆ by choosing each ~x
n
∆ as a global minimizer of E
V
∆p¨;~xn´1∆ q. Below, we
prove that such a minimizer always exists, see Lemma 9.
In practice, one wishes to define ~xn∆ as — preferably unique — solution of the Euler-Lagrange
equations associated to EV∆p¨;~xn´1∆ q, which leads to the implicit Euler time stepping:
~x´ ~xn´1∆
τ
“ ´∇δEVδ p~xq “ ´ 1δ2
´
B2~xHr1sδ p~xq ¨ B~xHr2sδ p~xq ` B2~xHr2sδ p~xq ¨ B~xHr1sδ p~xq
¯
. (26)
Using (22) and (23), a straight-forward calculation shows that (26) is the precisely the numerical
scheme (12) from the introduction. Equivalence of (26) and the minimization problem for EV∆ is
guaranteed at least for sufficiently small τ ą 0.
Proposition 7. For each discretization ∆ and every initial condition ~x0 P xδ, the sequence of
equations (26) can be solved inductively. Moreover, if τ ą 0 is sufficiently small with respect to
δ and EVδ p~x0q, then each equation (26) possesses a unique solution with EVδ p~xq ď Eδp~x0q, and
that solution is the unique global minimizer of EV∆p¨;~xn´1∆ q.
Remark 8. In principle, the proof of Lemma 9 below provides a criterion on the smallness of
τ ą 0 that would guarantee the unique solvability of (26). We shall not make this criterion
explicit, since in practice, we observe that the Newton method applied to (26) and initialized with
~xn´1∆ always converges to “the right” solution ~xn∆, even for comparatively large steps τ and in
rather degenerate situations; we refer the reader to our numerical results in Section 5.
The proof of this proposition is a consequence of the following rather technical lemma.
Lemma 9. Fix a spatial discretization parameter δ, and let C :“ EV p~x0q. Then for every ~y P xδ
with EVδ p~yq ď C, the following are true:
‚ For each τ ą 0, the function EV∆p¨;~yq possesses at least one global minimizer ~x˚ P xδ,
and that ~x˚ satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation
~x˚ ´ ~y
τ
“ ´∇δEVδ r~x˚s.
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‚ There exists a τC ą 0 independent of ~y such that for each τ P p0, τCq, the global minimizer
~x˚ P xδ is strict and unique, and it is the only critical point of EV∆p¨;~yq with EVδ p~xq ď C.
Proof. Fix ~y P xδ with EVδ p~yq ď C, and define the nonempty (since it contains ~y) sublevel set
AC :“
`
EV∆p¨,~yq
˘´1pr0, Csq Ă xδ. Let ~z “ zδr~xs, and observe that zκ ě δ{pb´aq for each z P I1{2K .
From here, it follows further that
zκ ´ δ
b´ a ď
ÿ
kPI`K
|zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12 |
ď
¨˝ ÿ
kPI`K
δ
zk` 12 ` zk´ 12
‚˛12 ¨˝δ ÿ
kPI`K
pzk` 12 ` zk´ 12 q
ˆ
zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
δ
˙2‚˛12
ď `2pb´ aq˘1{2EVδ p~xq1{2 ď p4pb´ aqCq1{2.
This implies that the differences xκ` 12 ´ xκ´ 12 “ δ{zκ have a uniform positive lower bound on
AC . It follows that AC is a compact subset in the interior of xδ. Consequently, the continuous
function EV∆p¨;~yq attains a global minimum at ~x˚ P xδ. Since ~x˚ P AC lies in the interior of ~x, it
satisfies B~xEV∆p~x˚;~yq “ 0, which is the Euler-Lagrange equation. This proves the first claim.
Since EVδ : xδ Ñ R is smooth, its restriction to the compact set AC is λC-convex with some
λC P R, i.e., B2~xEVδ p~xq ě λC1K´1 for all ~x P AC . Independently of ~y, we have that
B2~xEV∆p~x,~yq “ B2~xEVδ p~xq ` δτ 1K´1,
which means that ~x ÞÑ EV∆p~x,~yq is strictly convex on AC if
0 ă σ ă τC :“ δp´λCq .
Consequently, each such EV∆p¨,~yq has at most one critical point ~x˚ in the interior of AC , and this
~x˚ is necessarily a strict global minimizer. 
2.3. Spatial interpolations. Consider a fully discrete solution ~x∆ “ p~x0∆,~x1∆, . . .q. For no-
tational simplification, we write the entries of the vectors ~xn∆ and ~z
n
∆ “ zδr~xn∆s as xk and zκ,
respectively, whenever there is no ambiguity in the choice of ∆ and the time step n.
Recall that un∆ “ uδr~xn∆s P PδpΩq defines a sequence of densitites on Ω which are piecewise
constant with respect to the (non-uniform) grid pa, x1, . . . , xK´1, bq. To facilitate the study of
convergence of weak derivatives, we introduce also piecewise affine interpolations pzn∆ : r0,M s Ñ
Rą0 and pun∆ : Ω Ñ Rą0.
In addition to ξk “ kδ for k P IK , introduce the intermediate points ξκ “ κδ for κ P I1{2K .
Accordingly, introduce the intermediate values for the vectors ~xn∆ and ~z
n
∆:
xκ “ 1
2
`
xκ` 12 ` xκ´ 12 q for κ P I
1{2
K ,
zk “ 1
2
`
zk` 12 ` zk´ 12
˘
for k P I`K .
Now define
‚ pzn∆ : r0,M s Ñ R as the piecewise affine interpolation of the values pz 12 , z 32 , . . . , zK´ 12 q
with respect to the equidistant grid pξ 1
2
, ξ 3
2
, . . . , ξK´ 12 q, and‚ pun∆ : Ω Ñ R as the piecewise affine function withpun∆ ˝Xn∆ “ pzn∆. (27)
Our convention is that pzn∆pξq “ z 12 for 0 ď ξ ď δ{2 and pzn∆pξq “ zK´ 12 for M ´ δ{2 ď ξ ď M ,
and accordingly pun∆pxq “ z 12 for x P ra, x 12 s and pun∆pxq “ zK´ 12 for x P rxK´ 12 , bs. The definitions
have been made such that
xk “ Xn∆pξkq, zk “ pzpξkq “ pupxkq for all k P IK Y I1{2K . (28)
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Notice that pun∆ is piecewise affine with respect to the “double grid” px0, x 12 , x1, . . . , xK´ 12 , xKq,
but in general not with respect to the subgrid px0, x1, . . . , xKq. By direct calculation, we obtain
for each k P I`K that
Bxpun∆ ˇˇpx
k´ 1
2
,xkq “
zk ´ zk´ 12
xk ´ xk´ 12
“ zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
xk ´ xk´1 “ zk´ 12
zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
δ
,
Bxpun∆ ˇˇpxk,xk` 1
2
q “
zk` 12 ´ zk
xk` 12 ´ xk
“ zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
xk`1 ´ xk “ zk` 12
zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
δ
.
(29)
Trivially, we also have that Bxpu vanishes identically on the intervals pa, x 1
2
q and pxK´ 12 , bq.
2.4. A discrete Sobolev-type estimate. The following inequality plays a key role in our
analysis. Recall the conventions that z´ 12 “ z 12 , zK` 12 “ zk´ 12 , and that zk “ 12 pzk` 12 ` zk´ 12 q.
Lemma 10. For any ~x P xδ,
δ
ÿ
kPI`K
zk
ˆ
zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
δ
˙4
ď 9
4
δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
z3κ
ˆ
zκ`1 ´ 2zκ ` zκ´1
δ2
˙2
. (30)
Proof. Define the left-hand side in (30) as pAq. Then:
pAq “ δ´3
ÿ
kPI`K
zkpzk` 12 ´ zk´ 12 q3pzk` 12 ´ zk´ 12 q
“ δ´3
Kÿ
k“1
zk´ 12
”
zk´1pzk´ 12 ´ zk´ 32 q3 ´ zkpzk` 12 ´ zk´ 12 q3
ı
“ δ
´3
2
Kÿ
k“1
zk´ 12
”
pzk´ 12 ` zk´ 32 qpzk´ 12 ´ zk´ 32 q3 ´ pzk` 12 ` zk´ 12 qpzk` 12 ´ zk´ 12 q3
ı
“ δ
´3
2
Kÿ
k“1
zk´ 12
”
pzk´ 32 ´ zk´ 12 qpzk´ 12 ´ zk´ 32 q3 ` pzk´ 12 ´ zk` 12 qpzk` 12 ´ zk´ 12 q3
` 2zk´ 12 pzk´ 12 ´ zk´ 32 q3 ´ 2zk´ 12 pzk` 12 ´ zk´ 12 q3
ı
.
Rearranging terms yields
pAq “ ´pAq ´ δ´3
Kÿ
k“1
z2k´ 12
”
pzk´ 12 ´ zk´ 32 q3 ´ pzk` 12 ´ zk´ 12 q3
ı
and further using the identity pa3 ´ b3q “ pa´ bqpa2 ` b2 ` abq,
pAq “ ´δ
´3
2
Kÿ
k“1
z2k´ 12
”
pzk´ 12 ´ zk´ 32 q3 ´ pzk` 12 ´ zk´ 12 q3
ı
“ ´δ
´1
2
Kÿ
k“1
z2k´ 12 rD
2
δ zsk´ 12
”
pzk´ 12 ´ zk´ 32 q2 ` pzk` 12 ´ zk´ 12 q2
` pzk´ 12 ´ zk´ 32 qpzk` 12 ´ zk´ 12 q
ı
.
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Invoke Ho¨lder’s inequality and the elementary estimate ab ď 12 pa2 ` b2q to conclude that
pAq ď 1
2
¨˝
δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
z3κrD2δ zs2κ‚˛
1
2 ˜
δ´3
Kÿ
k“1
zk´ 12
9
4
”
pzk´ 12 ´ zk´ 32 q2 ` pzk` 12 ´ zk´ 12 q2
ı2¸ 12
ď 3
2
¨˝
δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
z3κrD2δ zs2κ‚˛
1
2 ˜
δ´3
Kÿ
k“1
zk´ 12
2
”
pzk´ 12 ´ zk´ 32 q4 ` pzk` 12 ´ zk´ 12 q4
ı¸ 12
“ 3
2
¨˝
δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
z3κrD2δ zs2κ‚˛
1
2
pAq 12 ,
(31)
where we have used an index shift and the conventions z´ 12 “ z 12 , zK` 12 “ zk´ 12 in the last
step 
3. A priori estimates and compactness
3.1. Energy and entropy dissipation. Fix some discretization parameters ∆ “ pτ ; δq. Be-
low, we derive a priori bounds on fully discrete solutions p~xn∆q8n“0 that are independent of ∆.
Specifically, we shall prove two essential estimates: the first one is monotonicity of the energy
EVδ , the second one is obtained from the dissipation of the auxiliary Lyapunov functional H
r1s
δ .
We begin with the classical energy estimate.
Proposition 11. One has that EVδ is monotone, i.e., E
V
δ p~xn∆q ď EVδ p~xn´1∆ q, and further:
EVδ p~xn∆q ď EVδ p~x0∆q for all n ě 0, (32)
}~xn∆ ´ ~xn∆}2δ ď 2EVδ p~x0∆q pn´ nqτ for all n ě n ě 0, (33)
τ
8ÿ
n“1
››››~xn∆ ´ ~xn´1∆τ
››››2
δ
“ τ
8ÿ
n“1
››∇δEVδ p~xn∆q››2δ ď 2EVδ p~x0∆q. (34)
Proof. The monotonicity (36) follows (by induction on n) from the definition of ~xn∆ as minimizer
of EV∆p¨;~xn´1∆ q:
EVδ p~xn∆q ď 12τ }~x
n
∆ ´ ~xn´1∆ }2δ `EVδ p~xn∆q “ EV∆p~xn∆;~xn´1∆ q ď EV∆p~xn´1∆ ;~xn´1∆ q “ EVδ p~xn´1∆ q. (35)
Moreover, summation of these inequalities from n “ n` 1 to n “ n yields
τ
2
nÿ
n“n`1
„}~xn∆ ´ ~xn´1∆ }δ
τ
2
ď EVδ p~xn∆q ´EVδ p~xn∆q ď EVδ p~x0∆q.
For n “ 0 and n Ñ 8, we obtain the first part of (34). The second part follows by (26). If
instead we combine the estimate with Jensen’s inequality, we obtain››~xn∆ ´ ~xn∆››δ ď τ nÿ
n“n`1
››~xn∆ ´ ~xn´1∆ ››δ
τ
ď
ˆ
τ
nÿ
n“n`1
„}~xn∆ ´ ~xn´1∆ }δ
τ
2˙1{2`
τpn´ nq˘1{2,
which leads to (33). 
The previous estimates were completely general. The following estimate is very particular for
the problem at hand.
Lemma 12. One has that H
r1s
δ is monotone, i.e., H
r1s
δ p~xn∆q ď Hr1sδ p~xn´1∆ q. Moreover, it holds
for any T ą 0 that
τ
Nÿ
n“0
δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
pznκ q3
ˆ
zκ`1 ´ 2zκ ` zκ´1
δ2
˙2
ď 4`Hr1s ` ΛMpT ` 1q˘, (36)
for each Nτ P N with Nττ P pT, T ` 1q.
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Proof. Convexity of H
r1s
δ implies that
H
r1s
δ p~xn´1∆ q ´Hr1sδ p~xn∆q ě
A
∇δHr1sδ p~xn∆q,~xn´1∆ ´ ~xn∆
E
δ
“ τ
A
∇δHr1sδ p~xn∆q,∇δEVδ p~xn∆q
E
δ
,
for each n “ 1, . . . , Nτ . Summation of these inequalities over n yield
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
A
∇δHr1sδ p~xn∆q,∇δEVδ p~xn∆q
E
δ
ď Hr1sδ p~x0∆q ´Hr1sδ p~xN∆q. (37)
To estimate the right-hand side in (37), observe that H
r1s
δ p~x0∆q ď Hr1s by hypothesis, and that
H
r1s
δ p~xN∆q is bounded from below thanks to the convexity of s ÞÑ s lnpsq and Jensen’s inequality,
which yieds for any ~x P xδ
H
r1s
δ p~xq “
ˆ
Ω
uδr~xs ln uδr~xsdx ěM ln
ˆ
M
b´ a
˙
.
We turn to estimate the left-hand side in (37) from below. Recall that EVδ “ Eδ `Vδ. For
the component corresponding to Vδ, we find, using (22) and (3),A
∇δHr1sδ p~xn∆q,∇δVδp~xn∆q
E
δ
“ δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
zκ
Vxpxκ´ 12 q ´ Vxpxκ` 12 q
δ
ě
ˆ
inf
xPRVxxpxq
˙
δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
zκ
xκ´ 12 ´ xκ` 12
δ
ě ´ΛM.
The component corresponding to Eδ is more difficult to estimate. Thanks to (22)&(23), we have
that
4
A
∇δEδp~xq,∇δHr1sδ p~xq
E
δ
“ 4
A
∇δHr1sδ p~xq,∇2δHr2sδ p~xq∇δHr1sδ p~xq
E
δ
` 4
A
∇δHr2sδ p~xq,∇2δHr1sδ p~xq∇δHr1sδ p~xq
E
δ
“ 2δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
z3κ
ˆ
zκ`1 ´ 2zκ ` zκ´1
δ2
˙2
` δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
z2κ
ˆ
zκ`1 ´ 2zκ ` zκ´1
δ2
˙ˆ
z2κ`1 ´ 2z2κ ` z2κ´1
δ2
˙
.
Further estimates are needed to control the second sum from below. Observing that
z2κ`1 ´ 2z2κ ` z2κ´1
δ2
“ 2zκ zκ`1 ´ 2zκ ` zκ´1
δ2
`
ˆ
zκ`1 ´ zκ
δ
˙2
`
ˆ
zκ´1 ´ zκ
δ
˙2
,
and that 2ab ě ´ 32a2 ´ 23b2 for arbitrary real numbers a, b, we conclude that
4
A
∇δEδp~xq,∇δHr1sδ p~xq
E
δ
ě
ˆ
4´ 3
2
˙
δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
z3κ
ˆ
zκ`1 ´ 2zκ ` zκ´1
δ2
˙2
´ 2δ
3
ÿ
κPIK
zk
ˆ
zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
δ
˙4
.
Now apply inequality (30). 
3.2. Compactness. The following lemma contains the key estimate to derive compactness of
fully discrete solutions in the limit ∆ Ñ 0. Below, we prove that from the entropy dissipation
(36), we obtain a control on the total variation of Bxpun∆.
Several equivalent definitions of the total variation of f P L1pΩq exist. In case of piecewise
smooth functions with jump discontinuities, the most appropriate definition is
TV rf s “ sup
#
J´1ÿ
j“0
|fprj`1q ´ fprjq| : J P N, a ă r0 ă r2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă rJ ă b
+
. (38)
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Further recall the notation JfKx¯ “ lim
xÓx¯ fpxq ´ limxÒx¯ fpxq.
for the height of the jump in fpxq’s value at x “ x¯.
Proposition 13. For any T ą 0 and Nτ P N with τNτ P pT, T ` 1q, one has
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
TV rBxpun∆s2 ď CˇT . (39)
Remark 14. The proof below yields for CˇT the explicit value
CˇT “ 50
`
Hr1s ` ΛMpT ` 1q˘.
Proof. Fix n. The function Bxpun∆ is locally constant on each interval pxk´ 12 , xkq, and equal to
zero elsewhere. Therefore, the total variation of Bxpun∆ is given by the sum over all jumps at the
points of discontinuity,
TV rBxpun∆s “ ÿ
kPI`K
|JBxpun∆Kxk | ` ÿ
κPI1{2K
|JBxpun∆Kxκ | . (40)
The jumps can be evaluated by direct calculation:
Bxpuˇˇpx
k´ 1
2
,xkq “
zk ´ zk´ 12
xk ´ xk´ 12
“ zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
xk ´ xk´1 “ zk´ 12
zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
δ
, for k P IKzt0u,
Bxpuˇˇpxk,xk` 1
2
q “
zk` 12 ´ zk
xk` 12 ´ xk
“ zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
xk`1 ´ xk “ zk` 12
zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
δ
, for k P IKztKu.
(41)
This implies that
|JBxpun∆Kxk | “ δ
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2
for k P I`K ,
|JBxpun∆Kxκ | “ δznκ ˆznκ`1 ´ 2znκ ` znκ´1δ2
˙
for κ P I1{2K .
We substitute this into (40), use Ho¨lder’s inequality, and apply (30) to obtain as a consequence
of elementary estimates that
TV rBxpun∆s ď δ ÿ
kPI`K
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2
` δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
znκ
ˇˇrD2δ~zn∆sκ ˇˇ
ď
¨˝ ÿ
kPI`K
δ
zk
‚˛12
»—–
¨˝
δ
ÿ
kPI`K
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸4‚˛12 `
¨˝
δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
pznκ q3rD2δ~zn∆s2κ‚˛
1
2
fiffifl
ď 5
2
p2pb´ aqq 12
¨˝
δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
pznκ q3rD2δ~zn∆s2κ‚˛
1
2
.
We take both sides to the square, multiply by τ , and sum over n “ 0, . . . , Nτ . An application of
the entropy dissipation inequality (36) yields the desired bound (39). 
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3.3. Convergence of time interpolants.
Lemma 15. There is a constant C ą 0 just dependent on EV and pb´aq, such that the following
estimates hold uniformly as ∆ Ñ 0: The functions tu∆uτ and tpu∆uτ are uniformly bounded, and
sup
tPRě0
}Bx tpu∆uτ ptq}L2pΩq ď C, (42)
sup
tPRě0
} tpu∆uτ ptq ´ tu∆uτ ptq}L1pΩq ď Cδ, (43)
sup
tPRě0
} tpu∆uτ ptq}L8pΩq ď C. (44)
Proof. For each n P N,››Bxpun∆››2L2pΩq “ ÿ
kPI`K
„
pxnk` 12 ´ x
n
k q
´ zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k
xn
k` 12 ´ x
n
k
¯2 ` pxnk ´ xnk´ 12 q´ z
n
k ´ znk´ 12
xnk ´ xnk´ 12
¯2
“
ÿ
kPI`K
„
xnK´1 ´ xnk
2
´zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
xnK´1 ´ xnk
¯2 ` xnk ´ xnk´1
2
´zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
xnk ´ xnk´1
¯2
“ δ
ÿ
kPI`K
zn
k` 12 ` z
n
k´ 12
2
´zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¯2 ď 2Eδp~xn∆q.
This gives (42). For proving (43), we start with the elementary observation that
|un∆pxq ´ pun∆pxq| ď |znk` 12 ´ znk´ 12 | for all x P rxk´ 12 , xk` 12 s.
Therefore,
}un∆ ´ pun∆}L1pΩq ď δ ÿ
kPI`K
δ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇz
n
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď δ
¨˝ ÿ
kPI`K
δ
znk
‚˛1{2 ¨˝δ ÿ
kPI`K
znk
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2‚˛1{2
ď δp2pb´ aqq1{2Eδp~xn∆q1{2,
which shows (43). Finally, (44) is a consequence of (42)&(43). First, note that
}tpu∆uτ ptq}L1pΩq ď } tu∆uτ ptq}L1pΩq ` } tpu∆uτ ptq ´ tu∆uτ ptq}L1pΩq ďM ` Cδ
is uniformly bounded. Now apply the interpolation inequality
} tpu∆uτ ptq}L8pΩq ď C}Bx tpu∆uτ ptq}2{3L2pΩq} tpu∆uτ ptq}1{3L1pΩq
to obtain the uniform bound in (44). 
Proposition 16. There exists a function u˚ : Rě0 ˆ Ω Ñ Rě0 that satisfies for any T ą 0
u˚ P C1{2pr0, T s;P2pΩqq X L8pr0, T s;H1pΩqq. (45)
Furthermore, there exists a subsequence of ∆ (still denoted by ∆), such that the following are
true:
tu∆uτ ptq ÝÑ u˚ptq in P2pΩq, uniformly with respect to time, (46)
tpu∆uτ ÝÑ u˚ uniformly on r0, T s ˆ Ω, (47)
tX∆uτ ptq ÝÑ X˚ptq in L2pr0,M sq, uniformly with respect to t P r0, T s, (48)
where X˚ P C1{2pr0, T s;L2pr0,M sqq is the Lagrangian map of u˚.
Proof. From the discrete energy inequality (33) and the equivalence (21) of W2 with the usual
L2-Wasserstein metric W2, it follows by elementary considerations that
W2
` tu∆uτ ptq, tu∆uτ psq˘2 ď C`|t´ s|˘, (49)
for all t, s P r0, T s. Hence the generalized version of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem from [1, Propo-
sition 3.3.1] is applicable and yields the convergence of a subsequence of ptu∆uτ q to a limit u˚
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in P2pΩq, locally uniformly with respect to t P r0,8q. The Ho¨lder-type estimate (49) implies
u P C1{2pr0,8q;P2pΩqq. The claim (48) is a consequence of the equivalence between the Wasser-
stein metric on P2pΩq and the L2-metric on X, see Remark 5. In addition, the limit function u˚
is bounded on r0, T s ˆ Ω, thanks to (44).
As an intermediate step towards proving uniform convergence of tpu∆uτ , we show thatpu∆ptq ÝÑ u˚ptq in L2pΩq, uniformly in t P r0, T s. (50)
For t P r0, T s, we expand the L2-norm as follows:
} tpu∆uτ ptq ´ u˚ptq}2L2pΩq “ ˆ
Ω
”` tpu∆uτ ´ u˚˘ tu∆uτ ıpt, xqdx
`
ˆ
Ω
”` tpu∆uτ ´ u˚˘` tpu∆uτ ´ tu∆uτ ˘ıpt, xqdx
´
ˆ
Ω
”` tpu∆uτ ´ u˚˘u˚ıpt, xqdx.
On the one hand, observe that
sup
tPr0,T s
ˆ
Ω
”` tpu∆uτ ´ u˚˘` tpu∆uτ ´ tu∆uτ ˘ıpt, xqdx
ď sup
tPr0,T s
``} tpu∆uτ ptq}L8pΩq ` }u˚ptq}L8pΩq˘} tpu∆uτ ptq ´ tu∆uτ ptq}L1pΩq˘
which converges to zero as ∆ Ñ 0, using both conclusions from Lemma 15. On the other hand,
we can use a change of variables to writeˆ
Ω
”` tpu∆uτ ´ u˚˘ tu∆uτ ıpt, xqdx´ ˆ
Ω
”` tpu∆uτ ´ u˚˘u˚ıpt, xqdx
“
ˆ M
0
”
tpu∆uτ ´ u˚ı`t, tX∆uτ pt, xq˘dξ ´ ˆ M
0
”
tpu∆uτ ´ u˚ı`t,X˚pt, ξq˘ dξ.
We regroup terms under the integrals and use the triangle inequality. For the first term, we
obtain
sup
tPr0,T s
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˆ M
0
`tpu∆uτ `t, tX∆uτ pt, ξq˘´ tpu∆uτ `t,X˚pt, ξq˘˘ dξ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď sup
tPr0,T s
ˆ M
0
ˆ tX∆uτ pt,ξq
X˚pt,ξq
|Bx tpu∆uτ | pt, yqdy dξ
ď sup
tPr0,T s
ˆ M
0
} tpu∆uτ }H1pΩq|X˚ ´ tX∆uτ |pt, ξq1{2 dξ
ď sup
tPr0,T s
´
} tpu∆uτ ptq}H1pΩq}X˚ptq ´ tX∆uτ ptq}1{4L2pr0,Msq¯.
A similar reasoning applies to the integral involving u˚ in place of tpu∆uτ . Together, this proves
(50), and it further proves that u˚ P L8pr0, T s;H1pΩqq, since the uniform bound on pu∆ from
(42) is inherited by the limit.
Now the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality (88) provides the estimate
} tpu∆uτ ptq ´ u˚ptq}C1{6pΩq ď C} tpu∆uτ ptq ´ u˚ptq}2{3H1pΩq} tpu∆uτ ptq ´ u˚ptq}1{3L2pΩq. (51)
Combining the convergence in L2pΩq by (50) with the boundedness in H1pΩq from (42), it
readily follows that pu∆ptq Ñ u˚ptq in C1{6pΩq, uniformly in t P r0, T s. This clearly implies that
tpu∆uτ Ñ u˚ uniformly on r0, T s ˆ Ω. 
Proposition 17. In the setting of Proposition 16, we have that u˚ P L8locpRě0;H1pΩqq, and
tpu∆uτ Ñ u˚ strongly in L2pr0, T s;H1pΩqq (52)
for any T ą 0 as ∆ Ñ 0.
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Proof. Fix r0, T s Ď Rě0. Remember that pun∆ is differentiable with local constant derivatives
on any interval pxκ´ 12 , xκs for κ P I`K Y I
1{2
K Y tKu, and it especially holds Bxpun∆pxq “ 0 for all
x P pa, a ` δ{2q and all x P pb ´ δ{2, bq. Therefore, integration by parts and a rearrangement of
the terms yields
}Bxpun∆}2L2pΩq “ ÿ
κPI`KYI1{2K YtKu
ˆ xκ
x
κ´ 1
2
Bxpun∆Bxpun∆ dx “ ÿ
κPI`KYI1{2K YtKu
”pun∆pxqBxpun∆pxqıx“xκ´0
x“x
κ´ 1
2
`0
ď }pun∆}L8pΩq TV rBxpun∆s .
Take further two arbitrary discretizations ∆1,∆2 and apply the above result on the difference
tpu∆1uτ ´tpu∆2uτ . Using that TV rf ´ gs ď TV rf s `TV rgs we obtain by integration w.r.t. time
thatˆ T
0
}Bx tpu∆1uτ ´ Bx tpu∆2uτ }2L2pΩq dt
ď T 1{2 sup
tPr0,T s
}tpu∆1uτ ´ tpu∆2uτ }L8pΩq
˜
2
ˆ T
0
TV rBx tpu∆1uτ s2 ` TV rBx tpu∆2uτ s2 dt
¸1{2
.
This shows that tpu∆uτ is a Cauchy-sequence in L2pr0, T s;H1pΩqq— remember (39) and especially
the convergence result in (47) — and its limit has to coincide with u˚ in the sense of distributions,
due to the uniform convergence of tpu∆uτ to u˚ on r0, T s ˆ Ω. 
4. Weak formulation of the limit equation
In the continuous theory a suitable weak formulation for (1) is attained by applying purely
variational methods, see for instance [27, 19]. More precisely, the weak formulation in (17) is
obtained by studying the variation of the entropy E along a Wasserstein gradient flow generated
by an arbitrary spatial test function ρ, which describes a transport along the velocity field
ρ1. The corresponding entropy functional is Φpuq “ ´R ρpxqupxqdx. It is therefore obvious to
adapt this idea – similar as in [28, 29] – to show that tu∆uτ inherits a discrete analogue to the
weak formulation (17). Hence, we study the variations of the entropy Eδ along the vector field
generated by the potential
Φp~xq “
ˆ M
0
ρpXδr~xsqdξ
for any arbitrary smooth test function ρ P C8pΩq with ρ1paq “ ρ1pbq “ 0. That is why we define
~vp~xq “ ∇δΦp~xq, where
“B~xΦp~xq‰k “ ˆ M
0
ρ1pXpξqqθkpξqdξ, k “ 1, . . . ,K ´ 1. (53)
Later on, we will use the compactness results from section 3.3 to pass to the limit, which yields
the weak formulation of our main result in Theorem 2. Therefore, the aim of this section is to
show the following:
Proposition 18. For every ρ P C8pΩq with ρ1paq “ ρ1pbq “ 0, and for every η P C8c pRą0q, the
limit curve u˚ satisfies ˆ 8
0
ˆ
Ω
Btϕu˚ dtdx`
ˆ 8
0
Npu˚, ϕqdt “ 0, (54)
where the highly nonlinear term N from (18) is given by
Npu, ρq “ 1
2
ˆ
Ω
pu2qxρ3 ` 3u2xρ2 dx`
ˆ
Ω
Vxuρ
1 dx. (55)
The proof of this statement will be treated in two essential steps
(1) Show the validity of a discrete weak formulation for tu∆uτ , using a discrete flow inter-
change estimate
(2) Passing to the limit using Proposition 17.
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For definiteness, fix a spatial test function ρ P C8pΩq with ρ1paq “ ρ1pbq “ 0, and a temporal
test function η P C8c pRą0q with supp η Ď p0, T q for a suitable T ą 0. Denote again by Nτ P N
an integer with τNτ P pT, T ` 1q. Let B ą 0 be chosen such that
}ρ}C4pΩq ď B and }η}C1pRě0q ď B. (56)
For convenience, we assume δ ă 1 and τ ă 1. In the estimates that follow, the non-explicity
constants possibly depend on Ω, T , B, and EV , but not on ∆.
Lemma 19 (discrete weak formulation). For any functions ρ P C8pΩq with ρ1paq “ ρ1pbq “ 0,
and η P C8c pRą0q, the solution ~xn∆ with un∆ “ uδr~xn∆s of the minimization problem (15) fulfills
τ
8ÿ
n“0
ηppn´ 1qτq
ˆ
Φp~xn∆q ´Φp~xn´1∆ q
τ
´ @∇δEVδ p~xn∆q, ρ1Dδ˙ “ Opτq `Opδ1{4q, (57)
where we use the short-hand notation ρ1p~xq :“ pρ1px1q, . . . , ρ1pxK´1qq for any ~x P xδ.
Proof. As a first step, we prove that both vectors ρ1p~xq and ~vp~xq nearby coinside for any ~x P xδ,
i.e. it holds ››~vp~xq ´ ρ1p~xq››
δ
ď 2δ1{2C, (58)
for a constant C ą 0 that only depends on B and Ω. Hence, denote by X “ Xδr~xs the corre-
sponding Lagrangian map of ~x and choose any k “ 0, . . . ,K, then one easily gets
|~vpxkq ´ ρ1pxkq| “
ˇˇ“∇δΦp~xq‰k ´ ρ1pxkqˇˇ ď δ´1 ˆ M
0
ˇˇ
ρ1pXpξqqθkpξq ´ ρ1pxkqθkpξq
ˇˇ
dξ.
First assume ξ P rξk´1, ξks, then a Taylor expansion for ρ1pXpξqq yields
ρ1pXpξqq “ ρ1pxkq ´ ρ2pXprξkqqXξprξkqpξ ´ ξkq “ ρ1pxkq ´ ρ2pXprξkqqpxk ´ xk´1qθk´1pξq
for a certain rξk P rξk´1, ξks. Consequently the valitdity of ´ ξkξk´1 θkθk´1 dξ “ 3δ2 yields
δ´1
ˆ ξk
ξk´1
ˇˇ
ρ1pXpξqqθkpξq ´ ρ1pxkqθkpξq
ˇˇ
dξ ď 3
2
Bpxk ´ xk´1q.
Similarly one proves the analogue statement for ξ P rξk, ξK´1s, hence
|~vpxkq ´ ρ1pxkq| ď 3
2
`pxk ´ xk´1q ` pxk`1 ´ xkq˘ “ 3
2
Bpxk`1 ´ xk´1q.
Squaring the above term and summing-up over all k “ 1, . . . ,K ´ 1 finally proves (58), due to
pxk`1 ´ xk´1q ď 2pb´ aq and››~vp~xq ´ ρ1p~xq››2
δ
ď 9δ
4
B2
K´1ÿ
k“1
pxk`1 ´ xk´1q2 ď 9δ
2
B2pb´ aq
K´1ÿ
k“1
pxk`1 ´ xk´1q ď Cδ.
Let us now invoke the proof of (57). a Taylor expansion of ρ for X,X1 P X yields
ρpXq ´ ρpX1q ´ B
2
pX´X1q2 ď ρ1pXqpX´X1q,
which implies for X1 “ Xδr~xn´1∆ s and X “ Xδr~xn∆s
Φp~xn∆q ´Φp~xn´1∆ q ´
B
2
››~xn∆ ´ ~xn´1∆ ››2δ ď K´1ÿ
k“1
r~xn∆ ´ ~xn´1∆ sk
ˆ M
0
ρ1pXδr~xn∆sqθkpξqdξ
“ @~xn∆ ´ ~xn´1∆ ,∇δΦp~xn∆qDδ “ τ @∇δEVδ p~xn∆q,∇δΦp~xn∆qDδ .
(59)
Thanks to (58), the last term can be estimated as follows:
τ
@∇δEVδ p~xn∆q,∇δΦp~xn∆qDδ “ τ @∇δEVδ p~xn∆q, ρ1p~xn∆qDδ ` τ @∇δEVδ p~xn∆q,~vp~xn∆q ´ ρ1p~xn∆qDδ
ď τ @∇δEVδ p~xn∆q, ρ1p~xn∆qDδ ` τ ››∇δEVδ p~xn∆q››δ ››~vp~xn∆q ´ ρ1p~xn∆q››δ
ď τ @∇δEVδ p~xn∆q, ρ1p~xn∆qDδ ` Cτδ1{2 ››∇δEVδ p~xn∆q››δ .
(60)
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So combine (59) and (59), add ηppn´ 1qτq and summing-up over n “ 1, . . . , N , one attainsˇˇˇˇ
ˇτ Nτÿ
n“1
ηppn´ 1qτq
ˆ
Φp~xn∆q ´Φp~xn´1∆ q
τ
´ @∇δEVδ p~xn∆q, ρ1p~xn∆qDδ˙
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď}η}C0pr0,T sqτ
Nτÿ
n“1
B
2
››~xn∆ ´ ~xn´1∆ ››2δ ` C}η}C0pr0,T sqτ Nτÿ
n“1
δ1{2
››∇δEVδ p~xn∆q››δ ,
where the right hand side is of order Opτq`Opδ1{2q, due to (34). An analog calculation replacing
ρ with ´ρ leads finally to (57). 
The identification of the weak formulation in (54) with the limit of (57) is splitted in two main
steps: In the first one, we estimate the term that more or less describes the error that is caused
by approximating the time derivative in (54) with the respective difference quotient in (57),
e1,∆ :“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˆ T
0
ˆ
η1ptq
ˆ
Ω
ρpxq tu∆uτ pt, xqdx` ηptq
 @∇δEVδ p~xn∆q, ρ1p~xn∆qDδ(τ ptq˙ dt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď C`τ ` δ1{2˘. (61)
The second much more challenging step is to prove the error estimate
e2,∆ :“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˆ T
0
ηptq
˜
1
2
ˆ
Ω
ρ3pxqBxptu∆u2τ qpt, xq ` 3ρ2pxqBx tu∆u2τ pt, xqdx
`
ˆ
Ω
Vxpxq tu∆uτ ρ1pxqdx´
 @∇δEVδ p~xn∆q, ρ1p~xn∆qDδ(τ ptq
¸
dt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Cδ1{4,
(62)
which, heuristically spoken, gives a rate of convergence of
 @∇δEVδ p~xn∆q, ρ1p~xn∆qDδ(τ towards the
nonlinear term Npu˚, ρq from (55).
The first estimate in (61) is a consequence of Lemma 19:
Proof of (61). Using that ηpnτq “ 0 for any n ě Nτ , we obtain after “summation by parts”:
´
ˆ T
0
η1ptq
ˆˆ
Ω
ρpxq tu∆uτ pt, xqdx
˙
dt “ ´
Nτÿ
n“1
˜ˆ nτ
pn´1qτ
η1ptqdt
ˆ
Ω
ρpxqu¯n∆pxqdx
¸
“ ´τ
Nτÿ
n“1
˜
ηpnτq ´ ηppn´ 1qτq
τ
ˆ M
0
ρ ˝Xn∆pξqdξ
¸
“ τ
Nτÿ
n“1
˜
ηppn´ 1qτq
ˆ M
0
ρ ˝Xn∆pξq ´ ρ ˝Xn´1∆ pξq
τ
dξ
¸
.
(63)
Finally observe that
R :“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˆ T
0
ηptq  @ρ1p~x∆q,∇δEVδ p~x∆qDδ(τ ptqdt´ τ Nτÿ
n“1
ηppn´ 1qτq @∇δEVδ p~xn∆q, ρ1p~xn∆qDδ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
¨˝
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ1τ
ˆ nτ
pn´1qτ
ηptqdt´ ηppn´ 1qτq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2‚˛1{2 ˜τ 8ÿ
n“1
B2
››∇δEVδ p~xn∆q››2δ
¸1{2
ď `pT ` 1qB2τ2˘1{2p2B2EVδ p~x0∆qq1{2 “ C 1EVδ p~x0∆q1{2τ,
using the energy estimate (34). We conclude that
e1,∆
(63)ď R` τ
Nτÿ
n“1
˜ˇˇ
ηppn´ 1qτqˇˇ ˇˇˇˇˇ
ˆ M
0
ρ ˝Xn∆pξq ´ ρ ˝Xn´1∆ pξq
τ
dξ ´ @∇δEVδ p~xn∆q, ρ1p~xn∆qDδ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
¸
“ Opτq `Opδ1{4q
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where we have used (57), keeping in mind that Φp~xn∆q “
´M
0
ρpXn∆qdξ l
The proof of (62) is treated essentially in 2 steps. In the first one we rewrite the term@∇δEVδ p~xn∆q, ρ1p~xn∆qDδ (see Lemma 20), and use Taylor expansions to identify it with the corre-
sponding integral terms of (55) up to some additional error terms, see Lemmata 23-27. Then we
use the strong compactness result of Proposition 17 to pass to the limit as ∆ Ñ 0 in the second
step.
Lemma 20. With the short-hand notation ρ1p~xq “ pρ1px1q, . . . , ρ1pxK´1qq for any ~x P xδ, one
has that
´ @∇δEVδ p~xn∆q, ρ1p~xn∆qDδ “ An1 `An2 `An3 ´An4 `An5 `An6 `An7 , (64)
where
An1 “ δ
ÿ
kPI`K
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2 ´
pznk` 12 q
2 ` pznk´ 12 q
2 ` znk` 12 z
n
k´ 12
¯ˆρ1pxnk`1q ´ ρ1pxnk´1q
2δ
˙
,
An2 “ δ4
ÿ
kPI`K
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2
pznk` 12 q
2
ˆ
ρ1pxnk`1q ´ ρ1pxnk q
δ
˙
,
An3 “ δ4
ÿ
kPI`K
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2
pznk´ 12 q
2
ˆ
ρ1pxnk q ´ ρ1pxnk´1q
δ
˙
,
An4 “ δ
ÿ
kPI`K
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2 ˜ pzn
k` 12 q
3 ` pzn
k´ 12 q
3
2zn
k` 12 z
n
k´ 12
¸
ρ2pxnk q,
An5 “ δ
ÿ
kPI`K
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸˜ pzn
k` 12 q
3 ` pzn
k´ 12 q
3
2
¸ˆ
ρ1pxnk`1q ´ ρ1pxnk q ´ pxnk`1 ´ xnk qρ2pxnk q
δ2
˙
,
An6 “ δ
ÿ
kPI`K
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸˜ pzn
k` 12 q
3 ` pzn
k´ 12 q
3
2
¸ˆ
ρ1pxnk´1q ´ ρ1pxnk q ´ pxnk´1 ´ xnk qρ2pxnk q
δ2
˙
,
An7 “ δ
ÿ
kPI`K
V pxnk qρ1pxnk q.
Proof. Fix some time index n P N (omitted in the calculations below). Recall the representation
of ∇δEVδ as
∇δEVδ p~xq “ 1δ2
´
B2~xHr1sδ p~xqB~xHr2sδ p~xq ` B2~xHr2sδ p~xqB~xHr1sδ p~xq
¯
with corresponding gradients and hessians in (22) and (23). Multiplication with ρ1p~x∆q then
yields
´ @∇δEVδ p~xn∆q, ρ1p~x∆qDδ “ δ2 ÿ
κPI1{2K
z3κ
ˆ
zκ` 12 ´ 2zκ ` zκ´ 12
δ2
˙˜
ρ1pxκ` 12 q ´ ρ1pxκ´ 12 q
δ
¸
` δ
4
ÿ
κPI1{2K
z2κ
˜
z2
κ` 12 ´ 2z
2
κ ` z2κ´ 12
δ2
¸˜
ρ1pxκ` 12 q ´ ρ1pxκ´ 12 q
δ
¸
` δ
ÿ
kPI`K
V pxkqρ1pxkq.
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Observing that
z2κ`1 ´ 2z2κ ` z2κ´1
δ2
“ 2zκ zκ`1 ´ 2zκ ` zκ´1
δ2
`
ˆ
zκ`1 ´ zκ
δ
˙2
`
ˆ
zκ´1 ´ zκ
δ
˙2
,
we further obtain that
´ @∇δEVδ p~xn∆q, ρ1p~x∆qDδ “ δ ÿ
κPI1{2K
z3κ
ˆ
zκ` 12 ´ 2zκ ` zκ´ 12
δ2
˙˜
ρ1pxκ` 12 q ´ ρ1pxκ´ 12 q
δ
¸
`A2 `A3 `A7.
It hence remains to show that pAq “ A1 ´A4 `A5 `A6, where
pAq :“ δ
ÿ
κPI1{2K
z3κ
ˆ
zκ` 12 ´ 2zκ ` zκ´ 12
δ2
˙˜
ρ1pxκ` 12 q ´ ρ1pxκ´ 12 q
δ
¸
.
After “summation by parts” and an application of the elementary equality (for arbitrary numbers
p˘ and q˘)
p`q` ´ p´q´ “ p` ` p´
2
pq` ´ q´q ` pp` ´ p´qq` ` q´
2
,
one attains
pAq “ δ
2
ÿ
kPI`K
ˆ
zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
δ
˙˜z3
k´ 12 ´ z
3
k` 12
δ
¸ˆ
ρ1pxk`1q ´ ρ1pxk´1q
δ
˙
` δ
2
ÿ
kPI`K
ˆ
zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
δ
˙˜z3
k´ 12 ` z
3
k` 12
δ
¸ˆ
ρ1pxk`1q ´ 2ρ1pxkq ` ρ1pxk´1q
δ
˙
“ A1 ` δ
2
ÿ
kPI`K
ˆ
zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
δ
˙˜z3
k´ 12 ` z
3
k` 12
δ
¸ˆ
ρ1pxk`1q ´ 2ρ1pxkq ` ρ1pxk´1q
δ
˙
, (65)
where we additionally used the identity pp3´q3q “ pp´qqpp2`q2`pqq in the last step. In order
to see that the last sum in (65) equals to ´A4 `A5 `A6, simply observe that the identity
xk`1 ´ xk
δ
` xk´1 ´ xk
δ
“ 1
zk` 12
´ 1
zk´ 12
“ ´zk` 12 ´ zk´ 12
zk` 12 zk´ 12
makes the coefficient of ρ2pxkq vanish. 
For the analysis of the terms in (64), we need some sophisticated estimates presented in
the following two lemmata. The first one gives a control on the oscillation of the z-values at
neighboring grid points:
Lemma 21. For any p, q P t1, 2u with p` q ď 3 one has that
Nτÿ
n“1
δ
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇz
n
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ pz
n
k˘ 12 q
q
pzn
k¯ 12 qq
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Cδ1{4. (66)
Proof. Instead of (66), we are going to prove that
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
δ
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇz
n
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p ˇˇˇˇ
ˇz
n
k˘ 12
zn
k¯ 12
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
q
ď Cδ1{4 (67)
is satisfied for any p, q P t1, 2u with p ` q ď 3, which implies (66) because of the following
considerations: The situation is clear for q “ 1, thus assume q “ 2 in (66). Then (67) is an upper
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bound on (66), due to
pzn
k˘ 12 q
2
pzn
k¯ 12 q2
´ 1 “
˜
zn
k˘ 12
zn
k¯ 12
´ 1
¸2
` 2
˜
zn
k˘ 12
zn
k¯ 12
´ 1
¸
for any n “ 1, . . . , Nτ .
To prove (67), we first apply Ho¨lder’s inequality,
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
δ
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇz
n
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p ˇˇˇˇ
ˇz
n
k˘ 12
zn
k¯ 12
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
q
“ τ
Nτÿ
n“1
δ
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇz
n
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p`q ˜
δ
zn
k¯ 12
¸q
ď
¨˝
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
ÿ
kPI`K
δznk
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸4‚˛
p`q
4
¨˝
δτ
Nτÿ
n“1
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
˜
δ
zn
k˘ 12
¸ q
α ‚˛α ,
(68)
with α “ 1 ´ p`q4 . The first factor is uniformly bounded due to (30) and (36). For the second
term, we use (44) and (89) to achieve
δτ
Nτÿ
n“1
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
˜
δ
zn
k˘ 12
¸ q
α
ď pT ` 1qδpb´ aq qα } tpuuτ }L8pr0,T sˆΩq ď CpT ` 1qδpb´ aq qα ,
which shows (67), due to α ě 14 . 
Lemma 22. For any p P t1, 2u one obtains that
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
δ
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇz
n
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
pxnk`1 ´ xnk´1qp ď Cδ1{2. (69)
Proof. Appling Ho¨lder’s inequality,
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
δ
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇz
n
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
pxnk`1 ´ xnk´1qp
ď
¨˝
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
δ
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇz
n
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
4‚˛1{2 ¨˝τ Nτÿ
n“1
δ
ÿ
kPI`K
znk pxnk`1 ´ xnk´1q2p‚˛
1{2
.
The first sum is uniformly bounded thanks to (30) and (36), and the second one satisfies¨˝
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
δ
ÿ
kPI`K
znk pxnk`1 ´ xnk´1q2p‚˛
1{2
ď δ1{2pT ` 1q1{2} tpuuτ }1{2L8pr0,T sˆΩqpb´ aqp,
where we used (44) and (89). 
Lemma 23. There is a constant C1 ą 0 expressible in Ω, T , B and EV such that
R1 :“ τ
Nτÿ
n“1
ˇˇˇˇ
An1 ´ 3
ˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqBξpzn∆pξq2ρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ ˇˇˇˇ ď C1δ1{4.
Proof. Let us introduce the term
Bn1 :“ δ
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2
3
δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
ρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ.
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First observe that by definition of pzn∆,
ˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqBξpzn∆pξq2ρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ “ ÿ
kPI`K
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2 ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
pzn∆pξqρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ,
hence we get for Bn1ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ3
ˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqBξpzn∆pξq2ρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ ´Bn1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď3B
ÿ
kPI`K
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2 ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
ˇˇpzn∆pξq ´ zk ˇˇdξ ď 3Bδ ÿ
kPI`K
znk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇz
n
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2 ˇˇˇˇ
ˇz
n
k` 12
zn
k´ 12
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
This especially implies, due to (66) that
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
ˇˇˇˇ
Bn1 ´ 3
ˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqBξpzn∆pξq2ρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ ˇˇˇˇ ď Cδ1{4. (70)
For simplification of R1, let us fix n (omitted in the following), and introduce x˜
`
k P rxk, xk`1s
and x˜´k P rxk´1, xks such that
ρ1pxk`1q ´ ρ1pxk´1q
2δ
“ ρ
1pxk`1q ´ ρ1pxkq
2δ
` ρ
1pxkq ´ ρ1pxk´1q
2δ
“ ρ2px˜`k q
xk`1 ´ xk
2δ
` ρ2px˜`k q
xk`1 ´ xk
2δ
“ 1
2
˜
ρ2px˜`k q
zk` 12
` ρ
2px˜´k q
zk´ 12
¸
.
Recalling that ˆ ξk`1
ξk´1
θkpξqdξ “ δ, (71)
one has for each k P I`K ,
pAq :“1
2
´
z2k` 12 ` z
2
k´ 12 ` zk` 12 zk´ 12
¯´ρ2px˜`k q
zk` 12
` ρ
2px˜´k q
zk´ 12
¯
´ 3
δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
zkρ
2 ˝X∆ dξ
“1
4
zk´ 12
˜
2` zk´ 12
zk` 12
¸
ρ2px˜`k q `
1
4
zk` 12
˜
2`
z2
k´ 12
z2
k` 12
¸
ρ2px˜`k q
` 1
4
zk` 12
˜
2` zk` 12
zk´ 12
¸
ρ2px˜´k q `
1
4
zk´ 12
˜
2`
z2
k` 12
z2
k´ 12
¸
ρ2px˜´k q ´
3
δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
zkρ
2 ˝X∆ dξ,
and furthermore
pAq “1
4
«
zk´ 12
˜
zk´ 12
zk` 12
´ 1
¸
` zk` 12
˜
z2
k´ 12
z2
k` 12
´ 1
¸ff
ρ2px˜`k q
` 1
4
«
zk` 12
˜
zk` 12
zk´ 12
´ 1
¸
` zk´ 12
˜
z2
k` 12
z2
k´ 12
´ 1
¸ff
ρ2px˜´k q
´ 3
2δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
zk
“
ρ2 ˝X∆ ´ ρ2px˜`k q
‰
dξ ´ 3
2δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
zk
“
ρ2 ˝X∆ ´ ρ2px˜´k q
‰
dξ.
Applying the trivial identity (for arbitrary numbers p and q)
q
ˆ
p2
q2
´ 1
˙
“ pp` qq
ˆ
p
q
´ 1
˙
,
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the above term finally reads as
pAq “1
4
«
zk´ 12
˜
zk´ 12
zk` 12
´ 1
¸
` 2zk
˜
zk´ 12
zk` 12
´ 1
¸ff
ρ2px˜`k q
` 1
4
«
zk` 12
˜
zk` 12
zk´ 12
´ 1
¸
` 2zk
˜
zk` 12
zk´ 12
´ 1
¸ff
ρ2px˜´k q
´ 3
2δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
zk
“
ρ2 ˝X∆ ´ ρ2px˜`k q
‰
dξ ´ 3
2δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
zk
“
ρ2 ˝X∆ ´ ρ2px˜´k q
‰
dξ.
(72)
Since x˜`k lies between the values xk and xk`1, and X∆pξq P rxk, xk` 12 s for each ξ P rξk, ξk` 12 s, we
conclude that |X∆pξq ´ x˜`k | ď xk`1 ´ xk, and therefore
3
2δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξk
zk
ˇˇ
ρ2 ˝X∆pξq ´ ρ2px˜`k q
ˇˇ
dξ ď 3
2
Bzkpxk`1 ´ xkq. (73)
A similar estimate is valid for the other integral over rξk´ 12 , ξks and for the integrals with ρ2px˜´k q.
Thus, combining (72) and (73) with zn
k˘ 12 ď 2z
n
k and the definition of A
n
1 , one attains that
|An1 ´Bn1 | ď 2B
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2 «˜zn
k` 12
zn
k´ 12
´ 1
¸
`
˜
zn
k´ 12
zn
k` 12
´ 1
¸ff
` 3B
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2
pxnk`1 ´ xnk´1q,
and further, applying (66) and (69),
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
|An1 ´Bn1 | ď Cδ1{4. (74)
By triangle inequality, (70) and (74) provide the claim. 
Along the same lines, one proves the analogous estimate for An2 and A
n
3 in place of A
n
1 :
Lemma 24. There are constants C2 ą 0 and C3 ą 0 expressible in Ω, T , B and EV such that
R2 :“ τ
Nτÿ
n“1
ˇˇˇˇ
An2 ´ 14
ˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqBξpzn∆pξq2ρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ ˇˇˇˇ ď C2δ1{4,
R3 :“ τ
Nτÿ
n“1
ˇˇˇˇ
An3 ´ 14
ˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqBξpzn∆pξq2ρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ ˇˇˇˇ ď C3δ1{4.
Lemma 25. There is a constant C4 ą 0 expressible in Ω, T , B and EV such that
R4 :“ τ
Nτÿ
n“1
ˇˇˇˇ
An4 ´
ˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqBξpzn∆pξq2ρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ ˇˇˇˇ ď C4δ1{4.
Proof. The proof is almost identical to the one for Lemma 23 above. As before, we introduce
the term
Bn4 :“ δ
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2
1
δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
ρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ
and get due to (66), analogously to (70), that
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
ˇˇˇˇ
Bn4 ´
ˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqBξpzn∆pξq2ρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ ˇˇˇˇ ď Cδ1{4. (75)
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By writing
pzn
k` 12 q
3 ` pzn
k´ 12 q
3
2zn
k` 12 z
n
k´ 12
“ znk
´zn
k´ 12
zn
k` 12
´ 1
¯
` znk
´zn
k` 12
zn
k´ 12
´ 1
¯
` znk ,
one obtains that
pzn
k` 12 q
3 ` pzn
k´ 12 q
3
2zn
k` 12 z
n
k´ 12
ρ2pxnk q ´ 1δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
zkρ
2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ
“znk
´zn
k´ 12
zn
k` 12
´ 1
¯
` znk
´zn
k` 12
zn
k´ 12
´ 1
¯
´ 1
δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
znk
“
ρ2 ˝Xn∆pξq ´ ρ2pxnk q
‰
dξ.
Observing — in analogy to (73) — that
1
δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
znk
ˇˇ
ρ2 ˝Xn∆pξq ´ ρ2pxnk q
ˇˇ
dξ ď Bznk pxnk` 12 ´ x
n
k´ 12 q,
we obtain the same bound on |An4 ´Bn4 | as before on |An1 ´Bn1 |, i.e.
|An4 ´Bn4 | ď B
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2 «˜zn
k` 12
zn
k´ 12
´ 1
¸
`
˜
zn
k´ 12
zn
k` 12
´ 1
¸ff
`B
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2
pxnk`1 ´ xnk´1q.
Again, applying (66) and (69), we get
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
|An4 ´Bn4 | ď Cδ1{4, (76)
and the estimates (75) and (76) imply the desired bound on R4. 
Lemma 26. There is a constant C5 ą 0 expressible in Ω, T , B and EV such that
R5 :“ τ
Nτÿ
n“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇAn5 ´ 12
ˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqBξpzn∆pξqρ3 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C5δ1{4.
Proof. The idea of the proof is the same as in the previous proofs. Let us define similar to Bn1
the term
Bn5 :“ δ
ÿ
kPI`K
znk` 12
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸
1
2δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
ρ3 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ.
Note in particular that we weight the integral here with zn
k` 12 . Thenˇˇˇˇ
ˇ12
ˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqBξpzn∆pξqρ3 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ ´Bn5
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 12B ÿ
kPI`K
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸ ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
ˇˇpzn∆pξq ´ znk` 12 ˇˇdξ
ď 1
2
Bδ
ÿ
kPI`K
znk` 12
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇz
n
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇz
n
k´ 12
zn
k` 12
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ,
where we used that by definition of pzn∆,ˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqBξpzn∆pξqρ3 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ “ ÿ
kPI`K
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
pzn∆pξqρ3 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ.
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This especially implies, due to (66) that
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
ˇˇˇˇ
Bn5 ´ 12
ˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqBξpzn∆pξqρ3 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ ˇˇˇˇ ď Cδ1{4. (77)
Furthermore, one can introduce intermediate values x˜`k such that
ρ1pxnk`1q ´ ρ1pxnk q ´ pxnk`1 ´ xnk qρ2pxnk q “ 12 px
n
k`1 ´ xnk q2ρ3px˜`k q “
δ2
2pzn
k` 12 q2
ρ3px˜`k q.
Using the identity˜ pzn
k` 12 q
3 ` pzn
k´ 12 q
3
2
¸
1
2pzn
k` 12 q2
“
zn
k` 12
2
`
zn
k´ 12
4
˜ pzn
k´ 12 q
2
pzn
k` 12 q2
´ 1
¸
`
zn
k` 12
4
˜
zn
k´ 12
zn
k` 12
´ 1
¸
,
we thus have — using again (71) — that˜ pzn
k` 12 q
3 ` pzn
k´ 12 q
3
2
¸ˆ
ρ1pxnk`1q ´ ρ1pxnk q ´ pxnk`1 ´ xnk qρ2pxnk q
δ2
˙
´ 1
2δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
znk ρ
3 ˝Xn∆ dξ
“
zn
k´ 12
4
˜ pzn
k´ 12 q
2
pzn
k` 12 q2
´ 1
¸
`
zn
k` 12
4
˜
zn
k´ 12
zn
k` 12
´ 1
¸
´ 1
2δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
znk` 12
“
ρ3 ˝Xn∆ ´ ρ3px˜`k q
‰
dξ.
Observing — in analogy to (73) — that
1
2δ
ˆ ξ
k` 1
2
ξ
k´ 1
2
znk
ˇˇ
ρ2 ˝Xn∆pξq ´ ρ2pxnk q
ˇˇ
dξ ď B
2
znk` 12 px
n
k` 12 ´ x
n
k´ 12 q,
and zn
k` 12 ď 2z
n
k , we obtain the following bound on |An5 ´Bn5 |:
|An5 ´Bn5 | ď B4
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸«˜ pzn
k´ 12 q
2
pzn
k` 12 q2
´ 1
¸
`
˜
zn
k´ 12
zn
k` 12
´ 1
¸ff
`B
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸
pxnk`1 ´ xnk´1q.
Again, applying (66) and (69), we get
τ
Nτÿ
n“1
|An5 ´Bn5 | ď Cδ1{4, (78)
and the estimates (77) and (78) imply the desired bound on R5. 
Arguing like in the previous proof, one shows the analogous estimate for An6 in place of A
n
5 . It
remains to analyze the potential term An7 , where we instantaneously identify the ξ-integral with
the x-integral:
Lemma 27. There is a constant C7 ą 0 expressible in Ω, T and B such that
R7 :“ τ
Nτÿ
n“1
ˇˇˇˇ
An7 ´
ˆ
Ω
Vxpxqun∆pxqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C7δ.
Proof. Since the product Vxρx is a smooth function on the domain Ω, we can invoke the mean-
value theorem and find intermediate values x˜k, such thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇδ ÿ
kPI`K
Vxpxnk qρxpxnk q ´
ˆ M
0
VxpXn∆pξqqρxpXn∆pξqqdξ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď δ ÿ
kPI`K
Bx
`
Vxρx
˘px˜kqpxnκ` 12 ´ xnκ´ 12 q
ď δpb´ aq sup
xPΩ
ˇˇ
Vxpxqρxpxq
ˇˇ
.
The claim then follows by a change of variables. 
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It remains to identify the integral expressions inside R1 to R5 with those in the weak formu-
lation (54).
Lemma 28. One has thatˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqBξpzn∆pξqρ3 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ “ 12
ˆ
Ω
Bx
`pun∆pxq˘2ρ3pxqdx, (79)
R8 :“ τ
Nτÿ
n“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqpBξpzn∆q2pξqρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ ´ ˆ
Ω
pBxpun∆q2pxqρ2pxqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C8δ1{4 (80)
for a constant C8 ą 0 expressible in Ω, T , B and EV .
Proof. The starting point is the relation (27) between the locally affine interpolants pun∆ and pzn∆
that is pzn∆pξq “ pun∆ ˝Xn∆pξq (81)
for all ξ P r0,M s. Both sides of this equation are differentiable at almost every ξ P r0,M s, with
Bξpzn∆pξq “ Bxpun∆ ˝Xn∆pξqBξXn∆pξq.
Substitute this expression for Bξpzn∆pξq into the left-hand side of (79), and perform a change of
variables x “ Xn∆pξq to obtain the integral on the right.
Next observe that the x-integral in (80) can be written asˆ
Ω
pBxpun∆q2pxqρ2pxqdx “ ˆ M
0
pBξpzn∆q2pξq 1BξXn∆ ρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ, (82)
using (81). It hence remains to estimate the difference between the ξ-integral in (80) and (82),
respectively. To this end, observe that for each ξ P pξk, ξk` 12 q with some k P I`K , one hasBξXn∆pξq “ 1{znk` 12 and pz∆pξq P rzk´ 12 , zk` 12 s. Hence, for those ξ,ˇˇˇˇ
1´ 1pzn∆pξqBξXn∆pξq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ1´ z
n
k` 12
zn
k´ 12
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
If instead ξ P pξk´ 12 , ξkq, then this estimate is satisfied with the roles of znk` 12 and z
n
k´ 12 inter-
changed. Consequently,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˆ M
0
pBξpzn∆q2pξqpzn∆pξqρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ ´ ˆ M
0
pBξpzn∆q2pξq 1BξXn∆pξqρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ďB
ˆ M
0
pBξpzn∆q2pξqpzn∆pξqˆ1´ 1pzn∆pξqBξXn∆pξq
˙
dξ
ďBδ
ÿ
kPI`K
znk
˜
zn
k` 12 ´ z
n
k´ 12
δ
¸2 ˜ˇˇˇˇ
ˇzk` 12zk´ 12 ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇzk´ 12zk` 12 ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
¸
,
which is again at least of order Opδ 14 q, as we have seen before in (66). 
Proof of (62). Combining the discrete weak formulation (64), the change of variables formulae
(79) and (80), and the definitions of R1 to R8, it follows that
e2,∆ ď BR8 `Bτ
Nτÿ
n“1
ˇˇˇˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqBξpzn∆pξqρ3 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ ` 32
ˆ M
0
pzn∆pξqpBξpzn∆q2pξqρ2 ˝Xn∆pξqdξ
`
ˆ
Ω
Vxpxq tu∆uτ pxqρ1pxqdx´
7ÿ
i“1
Ani
ˇˇˇ
ď B
7ÿ
i“1
Rni ď B
7ÿ
i“1
Ciδ
1{4.
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This implies the desired inequality (62). l
We are now going to finish the proof of this section’s main result, Proposition 18.
Proof of Proposition 18. Owing to (61) and (62), we know thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˆ T
0
η1ptq
ˆ
Ω
ρpxq tu∆uτ pt, xqdx` ηptq
1
2
ˆ
Ω
ρ3pxqBxptu∆u2τ qpt, xq ` 3ρ2pxqpBx tu∆uτ q2pt, xqdx
`
ˆ
Ω
Vxpxq tu∆uτ pt, xqρ1pxqdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď e1,∆ ` e2,∆ ď C
`
τ ` δ1{4˘.
To obtain (54) in the limit ∆ Ñ 0, we still need to show the convergence of the integrals to their
respective limits, but this is no challenging task anymore: Note that (52) implies
Bx tu∆uτ ÝÑ Bxu˚ strongly in L2pr0, T s ˆ Ωq, (83)
hence pBx tu∆uτ q2 converges to pBxu˚q2 in L1pr0, T s ˆ Ωq. Furthermore, we have that
Bxptu∆u2τ q “ 2 tu∆uτ Bx tu∆uτ ÝÑ 2u˚Bxpu˚q “ Bxpu2˚q (84)
in L2pr0, T s ˆ Ωq. Here we used (83) and that tu∆uτ converges to u˚ uniformly on r0, T s ˆ Ω
due to (47). Hence, (83) and (84) suffice to pass to the limit in the second integral. Finally
remember the weak convergence result in (46), tu∆uτ Ñ u˚ in P2pΩq with respect to time, hence
the convergence of the first and third integral is assured as well.
l
5. Numerical results
5.1. Non-uniform meshes. An equidistant mass grid — as used in the analysis above — leads
to a good spatial resolution of regions where the value of u0 is large, but provides a very poor
resolution in regions where u0 is small. Since we are interested in regions of low density, and
especially in the evolution of supports, it is natural to use a non-equidistant mass grid with an
adapted spatial resolution, like the one defined as follows: The mass discretization of r0,M s is
determined by a vector ~δ “ pξ0, ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξK´1, ξKq, with 0 “ ξ0 ă ξ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ξK´1 ă ξK “ M
and we introduce accordingly the distances (note the convention ξ´1 “ ξK´1 “ 0)
δκ “ ξκ` 12 ´ ξκ´ 12 , and δk “
1
2
pδk` 12 ` δk´ 12 q
for κ P I1{2K and k P I`K , respectively. The piecewise constant density function u P P~δpΩq
corresponding to a vector ~x P RK´1 is now given by
upxq “ zκ for xκ´ 12 ă x ă xκ` 12 , with zκ “
δκ
xκ` 12 ´ xκ´ 12
.
The Wasserstein-like metric (and its corresponding norm) needs to be adapted as well: the scalar
product x¨, ¨yδ is replaced by
x~v, ~wy~δ “
ÿ
kPI`K
δkvkwk and }~v}δ “ x~v,~vy~δ.
Hence the metric gradient ∇~δfp~xq P RK´1 of a function f : x~δ Ñ R at ~x P x~δ is given by“∇~δfp~xq‰k “ 1δk Bxkfp~xq.
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Figure 1. Evolution of a discrete solution u∆, evaluated at different times
t “ 0, 0.002, 0.012, 0.04 (from top left to bottom right)
Otherwise, we proceed as before: the entropy is discretized by restriction, and the discretized
information functional is the self-dissipation of the discretized entropy. Explicitly, the resulting
fully discrete gradient flow equation attains the form
~xn∆ ´ ~xn´1∆
τ
“ ´∇~δEVδ p~xn∆q (85)
5.2. Implementation. Starting from the initial condition ~x0∆, the fully discrete solution is cal-
culated inductively by solving the implicit Euler scheme (85) for ~xn∆, given ~x
n´1
∆ . In each time
step, a damped Newton iteration is performed, with the solution from the previous time step as
initial guess.
5.3. Numerical experiments. In the following numerical experiments, we fix Ω “ p0, 1q.
5.3.1. Evolution of discrete solutions. In a paper of Gruen and Beck [2], the authors analyzed,
among other things, the behaviour of equation (1) on the bounded domain p0, 1q with Neumann-
boundary conditions and the initial datum
u0εpxq “ px´ 0.5q4 ` ε, x P p0, 1q, with mass M “ 0.0135, (86)
with ε “ 10´3. This case is interesting insofar as the observed film seems to rip at time t “ 0.012.
Figure 1 shows the evolution of u∆ for K “ 400 and τ “ 10´7 at times t “ 0, 0.0022, 0.012, 0.04,
the associated particle flow is printed in figure 2/left.
5.3.2. Rate of convergence. For the analysis of the scheme’s convergence with initial datum u0ε
with ε “ 10´3 from (86), we fix τ “ 10´7 and calculate solutions u∆ to our scheme with
K “ 25, 50, 100, 200, 400. A reference solution u r∆ is obtained by solving (85) on a much finer
grid, which is r∆ “ pK´1ref ; τrefq with Kref “ 1600 and τ “ 5 ¨ 10´8. In figure 2/right, we plot the
L1pΩq, L2pΩq, and L8pΩq-norms of the differences |u∆pt, ¨q ´ u r∆pt, ¨q| at time t “ 10´4. It is
clearly seen that the errors decay with an almost perfect rate of δ29K´2.
5.3.3. Comparison with a standard numerical scheme. For an alternative verification of our
scheme’s quality, we use a reference solution that ist calculated by means of a structurally
different discretization of (1). Specifically, we employ a finite-difference approximation with step
sizes τref and href “ pb ´ aq{Kref in the t- and x-directions, respectively. More precisely, with
tn :“ nτref , and with xk for k “ 0, . . . ,Kref being the Kref ` 1 equidistant grid points in ra, bs,
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Figure 2. Left : Associated particle flow of u∆ for initial datum (86). Right :
Rate of convergence, using K “ 25, 50, 100, 200, 400 and τ “ 10´7. The errors
are evaluated at time t “ 10´4.
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Figure 3. Left : Rate of convergence, using K “ 25, 50, 100, 200, 400 and τ “
10´7. The discrete solutions are compared with a reference solution of the
scheme in (87), and the errors are evaluated at time t “ 10´4. Right : Loss of
mass preservation using a standard finite-difference scheme and u0ε of (86) with
ε “ 10´1, 10´3 and 10´5.
the numerical approximation unk « uptn;xkq of (1) is obtained — inductively with respect to n
— for given vector un´1 “ pun´10 , . . . , un´1Kref q by solving the fully-implicit difference equation
un ´ un´1
τref
“ un ¨D4ref un `D1ref un ¨D3ref un, (87)
where un “ pun0 , . . . , unKref q and Diref are standard finite difference approximations of the ith
derivative with equidistant steps href . The product “¨” of two vectors in (87) shall be understood
to act component-by-component. The boundary conditions (2) are enforced using values unk at
“ghost points” in the obvious way, that is
un´1 “ un0 , un´2 “ un1 , unKref`1 “ unKref , unKref`2 “ unKref´1.
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To produce reference solutions for the examples discussed below, the scheme above is imple-
mented with Kref “ 6400 spatial grid points and a time step τref “ 5 ¨ 10´8. At a given time
T “ Nτref , the respective reference profile x ÞÑ urefpT, xq is defined via piecewise linear interpo-
lation of the respective values unk .
Before comparing the advantages and disadvantages of our scheme and the reference scheme
in (87), let us repeat the experiment of section 5.3.2: Using u0ε from (86) with ε “ 10´1 instead
of ε “ 10´3, we plot the L1pΩq, L2pΩq, and L8pΩq-norms of the differences |u∆pt, ¨q ´ urefpt, ¨q|
at time t “ 10´4 in figure 3/left. Obviously, the new experiment confirms the rate of convergence
δ29K´2 gained in section 5.3.2.
The following remarks concerning both schemes can now be made:
‚ Computational cost: Using Newton’s method to solve both approximations (85) and (87),
the finite-difference scheme is more efficient, unsurprisingly. The reason for this is the
complicate structure of the Jacobian matrix of ∇δEVδ p~xq, whereas the Jacobian matrix of
the right hand side of (87) is easy and quick to implement. Numerical experiments show
that the finite-difference scheme can be approximately 5-times faster than our scheme,
using the same values for K and τ .
‚ Conservation of mass: It is generally known that standard numerical schemes as the
finite-difference approximation in (87) do not preserve mass. Depending on the initial
datum, the loss or gain of mass can decrease quickely with time and causes inaccurate
solutions. In figure 3/right, we plot the relative change of mass | 1M
´
Ω
urefpt, xqdx ´ 1|
with M “ ´
Ω
u0εpxqdx for ε “ 10´1, 10´3, 10´5 and t P r0, 10´4s. One can observe that
the preservation of mass of solutions to the finite-difference scheme is seriously harmed
in case of smaller choices of ε. This is why we used ε “ 10´1 in the second experiment
for the rate of convergence, since smaller values for ε produce reference solutions whose
change of mass yield to significant distortions of the Lp-errors.
‚ Conservation of positivity: In general, one can expect positivity of the discrete solution
to the finite-difference scheme starting with a sufficiently positive initial function. This
situation changes dramatically if one considers initial densities with regions of small
values or even zero values. Take for example the initial datum u0ε in (86) with ε “ 0.
Then the solution to the scheme in (87) — again using Kref “ 3200 spatial grid points
and a time step τref “ 5 ¨ 10´8 — contains negative values after the very first time
iteration and finally loses any physical meaning after some more iterations. In contrast,
our scheme can still handle the case when ε “ 0 in (86), although one usually has to
assume strict positivity for initial values in our approach.
Conclusively, our scheme has a major advantage in comparison with standard numerical solvers if
one is interested in a stable and structure-preserving discretization for (1). Moreover, the slightly
plus of the finite-difference scheme and of similiar approximations discussed in the first point —
less computational cost — is invalidated by the fact that one needs much finer discretization
parameters compared to our structure-preserving scheme to gain solutions with an adequate
physical meaning.
Appendix A. Appendix
Lemma 29 (Gargliardo-Nirenberg inequality). For each f P H1pΩq, one has that
}f}C1{6pΩq ď p9{2q1{3}f}2{3H1pΩq}f}1{3L2pΩq. (88)
Proof. Assume first that f ě 0. Then, for arbitrary x ă y, the fundamental theorem of calculus
and Ho¨lder’s inequality imply thatˇˇ
fpxq3{2 ´ fpyq3{2 ˇˇ ď 3
2
ˆ y
x
1 ¨ fpzq1{2|f 1pzq| dz ď 3
2
|x´ y|1{4}f}1{2L2pΩq}f 1}L2pΩq.
Since f ě 0, we can further estimate
|fpxq ´ fpyq| ď ˇˇfpxq3{2 ´ fpyq3{2 ˇˇ2{3 ď p3{2q2{3|x´ y|1{6}f}1{3L2pΩq}f}1{3H1pΩq.
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This shows (88) for non-negative functions f . A general f can be written in the form f “ f`´f´,
where f˘ ě 0. By the triangle inequality, and since }f˘}H1pΩq ď }f}H1pΩq,
}f}C1{6pΩq ď }f`}C1{6pΩq ` }f´}C1{6pΩq ď 2p3{2q2{3}f}1{3L2pΩq}f}1{3H1pΩq.
This proves the claim. 
Lemma 30. For each p ě 1 and ~x P xδ with ~z “ zδr~xs, one has thatÿ
κPI1{2K
ˆ
δ
zκ
˙p
“
ÿ
κPI1{2K
pxκ` 12 ´ xκ´ 12 qp ď pxK ´ x0qp. (89)
Proof. The first equality is simply the definition (11) of zκ. Since trivially xκ` 12´xκ´ 12 ď xK´x0
for each κ P I1{2K , and since p´ 1 ě 0, it follows thatÿ
κPI1{2K
pxκ` 12 ´ xκ´ 12 qp ď pxK ´ x0qp´1
ÿ
κPI1{2K
pxκ` 12 ´ xκ´ 12 q “ pxK ´ x0qp. 
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